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Throughout the evolution of microelectronics industry, SoC designers
have always been struggling to improve their productivity in order to fully
exploit the growing number of transistors on a chip achievable by the silicon
process capacity.

The answer to this challenge has always been increasing the level of
abstraction used for the SoC implementation. From transistors to gates, and
from gates to RTL, the design productivity has been maintained high enough
to keep pace with and take advantage of the silicon technologies.
Unfortunately, RTL as the design entry point cannot handle the complexity
of 500 million-transistor SoCs designed with the CMOS90 process
technology.

Two major directions are contributing to bridge the gap between design
productivity and process capacity:
• Raise the level of abstraction to specify and model a SoC design.
• Adopt a different design paradigm, going from hardwired blocks to
partially or fully programmable solutions, as pioneered by Paulin et al1.
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Pro jQuery in Oracle Application ExpressApress, 2015

	Building on your existing SQL skills, this book teaches you how to apply useful jQuery techniques to applications developed using the Oracle Application Express (APEX) development tool.


	Pro jQuery in Oracle Application Express covers the fundamentals you need to start enhancing your applications, with some practical...
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Pro Tools for Video, Film, and MultimediaCourse Technology PTR, 2003
"Pro Tools for Video, Film, and Multimedia" offers comprehensive coverage of the extensive features of Pro Tools, giving you the skills you need to take any multimedia soundtrack project from concept to completion. It covers a wide range of audio topics, including the equipment you need to use Pro Tools with video, tips...
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Red Hat Linux Security and OptimizationRed Hat, 2001
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Security and Optimization Reviewed and approved by the experts at Red Hat, this comprehensive guide delivers the know-how you need to improve the performance of your Red Hat Linux system—and protect it from attacks and break-ins. Red Hat Linux expert Mohammed Kabir starts by...
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Handbook of Ring-Opening PolymerizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
(Co)polymers obtained by ring-opening polymerization comprise a large portion of the engineering plastics industry and are used for preparation of many specialty materials, such as nylon 6 and propylene oxide.

    Written by internationally acclaimed experts in their respective fields, this comprehensive, one-stop reference discusses...
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Advances in Intelligent Informatics, Smart Technology and Natural Language Processing: Selected Revised Papers from the Joint International Symposium ... in Intelligent Systems and Computing (807))Springer, 2019

	
		This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th Joint International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Processing, iSAI-NLP2017, held in Prachuap Khiri Khan, Thailand, in August 2017, and the 10th International Conference on Knowledge, Information and Creativity Support Systems, KICSS2015, held in...
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Java, Java, Java, Object-Oriented Problem Solving (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2005
 This second edition of Java, Java, Java offers a robust, accessible, and flexible problem-solving perspective. The use of Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams throughout the text, strongly emphasizes object-oriented design. This book assists students and professionals with their most challenging problem as beginning programmers:...
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